We present measurements of the ep → epπ 0 cross section extracted at two values of fourmomentum transfer Q 2 = 1.9 GeV 2 and Q 2 = 2.3 GeV 2 at Jefferson Lab Hall A. The kinematic range allows one to study the evolution of the extracted cross section as a function of Q 2 and W . Results are confronted with Regge-inspired calculations and GPD predictions. An intepretation of our data within the framework of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has shown a strong evolution of the study of hadron structure through exclusive processes, allowing access to the three-dimensional structure of hadrons. Exclusive processes include deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) and deeply virtual meson production (DVMP). This document focuses on the latter, and more precisely on neutral pion production. We present measurements of the differential cross section for the forward exclusive electroproduction reaction ep → epπ 0 , through virtual photoabsorption. A diagram of this process, including definitions of the kinematic variables, is presented in Figure 1 . Results will be presented for four kinematics. Two of them are defined by the same value of x Bj = 0.36 and are called Kin2 (at Q 2 = 1.9 GeV 2 ) and Kin3 (at Q 2 = 2.3 GeV 2 ) The two remaining ones are defined by the same value of Q 2 = 2.1 GeV 2 and are called KinX2 (at x Bj = 0.40) and KinX3 (at x Bj = 0.33).
The behavior of the cross section will be compared to different models that are available to describe π 0 electro- production, including the Regge model and the generalized parton distribution (GPD) framework.
Forward photo-production at asymptotically high energies can be described by the Regge theory, which exploits the analytic properties of the scattering amplitude in the limit t/s → 0 [1] . Previous analyses have applied Regge phenomenology to exclusive photo-and electroproduction in the kinematic range presented here [2, 3] . Recent computations with Regge-inspired models exist for our kinematics. These models include ρ, ω, and b meson exchange as well as π ± rescattering. Among these, there is the t-channel meson-exchange (TME) model by Laget et al. A brief description of this model has been given in [4] , and it is described extensively in [5, 6] . Recent JLab Hall C experiments studying the Q 2 dependence of charged-pion electroproduction with a longitudinal-transverse separation were analyzed using the TME formalism [8] . Another Regge-inspired computation by Ahmad, Goldstein and Liuti [7] is available for our kinematics.
In the Bjorken limit Q 2 → ∞, and t/Q 2 ≪ 1 at fixed x Bj , the scattering amplitude is dominated by the leading order (or leading twist) amplitude of GPDs and the pion distribution amplitude (DA) [9] [10] [11] . The GPDs are light-cone matrix elements of non-local bilinear quark and gluon operators [12] [13] [14] , unifying the elastic electroweak form factors with the forward parton distributions of deep-inelastic lepton scattering. Cross section predictions within the GPD framework exist for the longitudinal cross section σ L [10, 11] . With the definitions of [9] [10] [11] , the cross sections are predicted to scale as σ L ∼ Q −6 and σ T ∼ Q −8 . Thus at sufficiently high Q 2 , σ L will dominate over σ T . Beam spin asymmetries for forward exclusive π 0 electroproduction have been measured for Q 2 > 1 GeV 2 [4] . We performed measurements at two Q 2 values at fixed x B in order to test these predictions of Q 2 dependence. An interpretation of exclusive data with semi-inclusive mechanisms also exists to explain transverse cross sections of hard exclusive charged- pion electroproduction [15] .
In the second section details of the experiment are presented, while the third section is devoted to the calibration of the calorimeter. The formalism of π 0 electroproduction by Drechsel and Tiator [16] is presented in the fourth section with a special emphasis on the expressions for the hadronic tensors. The fifth section is devoted to the extraction of the cross sections and the sixth and seventh sections to the radiative corrections and the evaluation of the systematic errors. Finally, our results are presented in Sec. VIII, with a discussion and conclusions in Secs. IX and X, respectively.
II. EXPERIMENT
The present data were acquired as part of Jefferson Lab Hall A experiment E00-110 [17] . Additional details about the experimental configuration, calibrations, and analysis can be found in [18, 19] . This paper reports on the analysis of the triple coincidence H(e, e ′ γγ)X events. A 5.75 GeV electron beam was incident on a 15 cm liquid hydrogen target, for a typical luminosity of 10 37 cm −2 s −1 . Electrons were detected in a high resolution spectrometer (HRS). Photons were detected in a 132 element PbF 2 calorimeter, each of the elements measuring 3 × 3 cm 2 × 20X 0 . The high resolution allows one to accurately define (1) the virtual photon, having the kinematics centered at a fixed x Bj = 0.36 and two values of Q 2 = 1.9 and 2.3 GeV 2 , as shown in Figure 2 and (2) the real photon momentum unit vector, thanks to the vertex resolution of the HRS, and the position resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The validation threshold for the data acquisition trigger was set to about 1 GeV for each photon cluster. For the exclusive π 0 → γγ events, the minimum distance between the centroids of the two clusters that guarantees separation is about 10 cm. This is achieved by the minimal opening angle ≈ 2m π /E π and the distance from the center of the target to the calorimeter front face L = 110 cm. The achieved coincidence resolving time between the scattered electron and either photon cluster is 0.6 ns, rms. Figure 2 shows the distribution of H(e, e ′ π 0 )X events in the [x Bj , Q 2 ] plane, for missing mass squared M
The analysis relies only on two specific qualities of the experiment:
i Thanks to the resolution of the spectrometer and the calorimeter, one can use the missing-mass squared to ensure exclusivity. The exclusive sample is selected by putting a cut on the missing-mass squared at the proton plus the pion mass squared.
ii For exclusive events, the reconstruction of the invariant momentum transfer t and t min relies on the positions of the reconstructed photons, of which the resolution is better than that of the energy. From this, a resolution in t better than that in the energy is obtained. All data are presented as a function of t min − t, which is directly linked to the angle of the pion production relative to the virtual photon direction in the center of mass θ c.m. π :
).
In the ep → e ′ γ 1 γ 2 X reaction, there are six fourvectors, equivalent to 24 independent kinematic variables. The measured four-vectors k, p, and k ′ , and fourmomentum conservation, reduce the number of independent variables to eight. The measurement of the two directional vectorsk(γ 1 ) = q 1 /q 1 andk(γ 2 ) = q 2 /q 2 from the target vertex (reconstructed by the HRS) to the two cluster positions in the calorimeter provides four more kinematic constraints. Finally, the hypothesis that the observed calorimeter showers are due to photons (m q1 = m q2 = 0) provides two more kinematic constraints. The remaining two unknowns, which we express as m ). This is a consequence of resolution fluctuations in the energies E 1 and E 2 of the two photons issued from a π 0 , which correlate fluctuations in M 2 X and m γγ . The missing mass in the right-hand panels is obtained by an empirical adjustment:
with C = 13 GeV. This transformation produces a noticeable improvement in the M 2 X distribution (lower right panel of Figure  3 ). 
III. CALIBRATION
We performed elastic H(e, e ′ calo p HRS ) calibrations at the beginning, middle, and end of the experiment [20] . The calorimeter was retracted to a position at 5.5 m from the target, in order to optimize the electron coverage in the calorimeter with the proton acceptance of the HRS. These data were used for the block calibration. After calibration the calorimeter energy resolution was observed to be 2.4% at 4.2 GeV with a position resolution of 2 mm at 110 cm from the target. The elastic data also provided a consistency check on the efficiency of the detectors and all associated electronics from the observation that the elastic cross section agreed with the Kelly form-factor parametrization [21] at the 1.1% level. During the experiment, the light output from the PbF 2 blocks decreased by up to 20%, strongly correlated with the distance of the blocks from the beam line. We attribute this to radiation damage of the blocks. In addition, seven blocks, at random positions, showed much higher radiation damage. One explanation could be a poorer crystal quality of those crystals. We adjusted the calibration of each block, assuming an independent linear dose versus attenuation curve. In addition to radiation damage, each crystal received a pileup of low-energy photons in random coincidence, resulting in a degradation of the energy resolution, and in a shift in the calibration as a function of its distance to the beam line. This effect ii A geant simulation generated a sharper resolution in missing mass than the experimental data for each calorimeter block. For each block the energy of the simulation was calibrated together with a simultaneous energy smearing, in order to center the reconstructed missing-mass peak position at M 2 p , and to equate the resolution of the simulation to that of the experimental data.
These calibrations are explained in the following paragraphs.
We consider only the 90 blocks of the inner calorimeter (see Figure 4 for the labeling), indexed by µ. We will assume that the energy of the photon is driven by the block where the shower makes the largest energy deposit. The 90 distributions of missing-mass squared
i are built with all events i involving block µ. Note that for each event i, the reconstructed missing-mass squared appears in two distributions. To compare these distributions, two estimators are constructed: the mean M 2 X µ and the sigma σ µ of a Gaussian fitted to these distributions, over a limited range (0.62 GeV
. The calorimeter is calibrated using
with ∆M
p . Neglecting the P X term compared to E X between the parentheses, we obtain an energy correction:
We recall here that each event involves two blocks. The reconstructed missing mass of one block is then influenced by contributions from all other blocks. Because of this, several iterations are necessary. Then, the missingmass distribution of each block for simulated events is adjusted to get the same missing-mass position and resolution as the experimental missing-mass distribution. The missing-mass cut applied to ensure exclusivity is the same for simulation and data, and if the resolution is better for simulation, applying such a cut will remove more experimental events than simulation particularly near the beam where the noise degrades the experimental resolution. This gives a spurious contribution to the cos φ π term which has to be removed by smearing the simulation resolution. To this purpose, the momentum of each event i at the nth iteration contributing to the M 2 X distribution of the block µ is changed from ( q µ )
n with a sampling from a Gaussian distribution:
where (6) and (q µ ) i n is given by equation (3), except we put ∆M The results of these iterations are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 and Table I illustrate the quality of the final calibration adjustments. The calibration of the missing-mass squared was cross-checked by comparing the invariantmass distribution of both photons in each event. Table I lists the mean values of these distributions with respect to the pion mass, and their resolution. The agreement of the calibration with the data is at the 1.9 MeV level, while the widths of these distributions agree to better than 1 MeV. 
IV. CROSS-SECTION ANALYSIS
In order to extract the differential cross section, it is advantageous to incorporate all model-independent kinematic dependences of the differential cross section into the experimental simulation. To this end, we express the differential cross section in terms of structure functions as described in the paper of Drechsel and Tiator [16] directly related to bilinear combinations of the Chew-GoldbergerLow-Nambu (CGLN) helicity amplitudes [22] . We define the differential phase-space elements
with |q c.m. | and |q ′c.m. | the norms of q, q ′ in the center-of-mass frame. All these quantities are defined using the convention of Drechsel and Tiator [16] :ẑ axis along the virtual photon, y = (k i ∧k f )/ sin θ e orthogonal to the leptonic plane, and x =ŷ ∧ẑ.
To lowest order in the fine-structure constant α, the differential cross section for an electron of helicity h is
p and k and k ′ the energies of the incident and scattered electron, respectively. The virtual photo-absorption cross section is expanded as
where
is the degree of linear polarization of the virtual photons, and
The response functions are defined as functions of the usual hadronic tensor W µν :
The interference terms R T L and R T L ′ have a leading sin θ c.m. π dependence, and the linear polarization interference term R T T has a leading sin 2 θ c.m. π dependence. For this reason, we define reduced structure functions r Λ , which remove this phase-space dependence, which are directly related to bilinear combinations of the CGLN helicity amplitudes F i [22] :
Since our kinematics cover a wide range in x Bj as well as in Q 2 , we also have to include the Q 2 and the W dependence of the hadronic tensor (
We perform a preliminary extraction of the cross section on the kinematic points Kin2 and Kin3 (respectively KinX2 and KinX3) to get an estimate of the Q 2 (respectively, W ) dependence of the hadronic tensor. The extracted Q 2 and W dependences are then introduced explicitly in the formalism to perform a second "definitive" extraction. The dependence is modeled in the form (Q 2 ) n and W δ . With the first iteration, the cross sections changed by 3%, but with a second iteration the cross sections changed by only 0.3%.
The results will be presented as four separated cross sections following the usual decomposition found in the literature:
V. EXTRACTION
We define a compact notation that summarizes Eq. (9) in the form
with
2 , x Bj , W, t, considered at the vertex. T + ǫ L L reflects the fact that we used only one incident energy and consequently, we were not able to disentangle dσ T and dσ L . This notation will be convenient to use for the presentation of the extraction process.
The experimental data used for the analysis have the kinematical coverage shown in Figure 2 . The analysis includes a complete simulation of the resolution and acceptance of the HRS, the external and internal radiative effects on the incident and scattered electron, and a geant based simulation of the acceptance and response of the PbF 2 array. Simulation events are generated uniformly in the target vertex v along the beam line, and uniformly in a phase space ∆ 5 Φ. This results in well defined values of θ c.m. π in each bin. The ∆t bins are the same in the generation and experimental phase spaces, but resolution and radiative effects can cause the migration of events from one bin to one of its neighbors ( Figure  7 ). Rather than extracting average cross sections in the experimental bins, we use the simulation and the theoretical form of Eq. (20) to directly extract differential cross sections from the experimental yields.
We divide the acceptance into 24 equal bins in φ π ∈ [0, 2π] and 8 bins in t min − t ∈ [0, 0.3] GeV 2 for both the helicity dependent and independent parts of the cross section. A bin j d in the kinematic variables reconstructed by the detector is defined by the limits
The statistics ∆N (j d ) in a bin j d are determined by the physical cross section at the vertex convoluted with the detector response:
where x v summarizes the reaction vertex variables, x d summarizes the reaction vertex variables as reconstructed in the detector, ∆x d summarizes the range of integration for bin j d , ∆x v summarizes the range of integration for all bins j v , Lu is the integrated luminosity, and R(x d , x v ) is the probability distribution for an event originating at the vertex with kinematics x v to be reconstructed by the detector with vertex kinematics x d . This expresses the effects of detector resolution, internal and external radiation, detector efficiency, and anything else that could migrate events from vertex kinematics x v to the detector kinematics x d . For the analysis and simulation, the integral is split into a sum over the bins ∆x v in the kinematic variables at the reaction vertex:
Because the functions F Λ (x v ) contain the main part of the dependence on the variables at the vertex, the quantity r Λ in a bin ∆x v will be assimilated to its average r Λ xv ≡ r v,Λ in this bin. Then, the last equation can be summarized in a vector notation:
We then replace the integration by a summation over the simulated events i:
where the sum is over events originating in vertex bin j v and reconstructed in bin j d . N gen is the number of events generated in the simulation and ∆ 5 Φ is the total phasespace factor. The matrices K Λ j d ,jv are constructed from simulation events, summed over all events within cuts. We define
the number of counts within cuts with positive (negative) electron helicity. The cuts are the same for simulation and data (Table II) . The cuts and the corrections are summarized in Tables II and III, respectively. A χ 2 is built, assuming that the statistical error on the simulation is much smaller than the statistical error of the data:
The minimization of χ 2 with respect to the unknown quantities r jv ,Λ results in a linear system from which the r jv ,Λ are extracted. To be fully consistent, one of the two quantities in the numerator has to be corrected for some instrumental systematic effects ( Table III) . Note that all vertex bins populate experimental bins, but the detector bin at the largest experimental bin in (t min − t) can receive contributions from larger values of (t min − t), not generated in the simulation. Hence, although we extract an r jv ,Λ value for the last bin, we do not include it in our results, its role is only to populate the lower (t min − t) bins. The average values of the kinematic variables Q 2 , ǫ, x Bj , W , t, t min , etc., in a bin at the vertex are
Because the r jv ,Λ are by construction constant over the bin ∆x v and the integrals of F T L , F T T , and F T L ′ cancel when integrating over φ π , we can write
These values are summarized in Table VII for quantities independent of the (t min − t) bin and in Table VIII for quantities depending on the (t min − t) bin. Finally, the cross sections at the point x jv in a bin j v are obtained by
The results are displayed in Tables IX and X. The first  table shows the results for the two kinematics Kin2 and Kin3, which cover the full kinematic range of the experiment, resulting in two domains of different Q 2 , at constant x Bj . The second table shows the results for the two kinematics KinX2 and KinX3, which only cover the domain between the two horizontal lines in Figure 2 , in order to have two domains of different x Bj at constant Q 2 .
VI. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
The external radiative effects on the incident electron, and internal real radiative effects at the vertex are treated in the equivalent radiator approximation [24, 25] . Preradiation is modeled by generating an event-by-event energy loss ∆E in of the incident electron (E 0 ) following a distribution (b ≃ 4/3):
where t in is the event-by-event target thickness (in radiation lengths) traversed by the electron before the scattering vertex. The Schwinger term δ S models the internal pre-radiation. The scattered energy at the vertex is E
Internal post-radiation is modeled by a similar distribution in the post-radiated energy ∆E out :
These radiative effects are treated within the peaking approximation. External post-radiation by the scattering electron is modeled with the geant3 simulation. Kinematic shifts (e.g., in either the norm and direction of q) from external and internal radiations are fully included in the simulation and thereby unfolded from the extracted cross sections. In addition to these radiative effects incorporated into our Monte Carlo, we correct the data for internal virtual radiation (vacuum polarization and vertex renormalization effects) as well as the cut-off independent effect of unresolvable soft real radiation. These contributions are calculated by the following terms, respectively [26] :
where Sp(cos 2 θ e /2) is the Spence function. After an approximate resummation, the correction we apply to the raw counts (to obtain the equivalent Born approximation cross section) is
The numerical values for our kinematics are tabulated in Table III .
VII. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
Two classes of inclusive hadronic electroproduction channels compete with the exclusive H(e, e ′ π 0 )p reaction: the H(e, e ′ π 0 )N π, N ππ, ... channels, with a threshold at M 2 X = (M p + m π ) 2 = 1.15 GeV 2 and the H(e, e ′ π 0 )γp channel. The first class includes N * and non-resonant N π production in the final state, and diffractive ρ + → π + π 0 production via the ep → eρ + n reaction. All these channels can be observed in a missing-mass squared distribution ( Figure 6 ). The H(e, e ′ π 0 )γp channel originates from the diffractive ep → epω reaction, with a 8.5% branching-ratio decay channel [27] . In our acceptance, the (e, e ′ π 0 ) missing-mass squared threshold for exclusive ω electroproduction is 1.0 GeV 2 , thus slightly lower than the N π threshold of 1.15 GeV 2 . However, based on ep → epω measurements performed by [28] , the expected background of ωπ 0 γ events for M 2 X < 1.15 GeV 2 is less than 1% of the exclusive H(e, e ′ π 0 )p yield in all t min − t bins.
The systematic errors in the extraction method are due to the cut on the missing-mass squared M 2 X and on the calorimeter threshold E thr . The stability of the results is checked by varying each cut in turn. The variation in the estimator
is used to quantify the systematic errors.
i For the exclusivity (M 2 X ) cut, we consider the stability interval from 0.9 to 1.10 GeV 2 in the M 2 X cut. At the high end we expect the cross section to have contributions from inelastic final states (Figure 6 ). At the low end, we are removing roughly half of the statistics, and we become progressively more sensitive to the experimental line shape. The stability of the exclusivity cut (e.g. for Kin3) is plotted in Figures 8 . The cuts and variation are listed in Tables IV and V . In each case, this study is performed with E thr fixed at 1.0 GeV.
ii For the calorimeter threshold E thr , the stability of R is expected when the software threshold is fixed above the hardware threshold. Above the hardware threshold, the cut is directly correlated with the π 0 → γγ decay phase space, and the number of events decreases linearly with E thr . This comes from the isotropic decay of the pion, leading to a flat energy distribution of each decay photon. Figure 9 shows for Kin2, the quantity R along with the raw number of counts. The stability is indeed no longer observed when the statistics are not linear with the threshold, meaning the hardware threshold competes with the analysis threshold. The same behavior is shown for Kin3. For both kinematics, the systematic error coming from the calorimeter threshold is evaluated as ±1%. Table IV for Kin3 values). (b) The number of events as a function of E thr . The stability domain for E thr shows the statistics linearly decreasing with E thr .
The optimal cut is set in the middle of the stability interval (see Figures 8 and 9 ).The stability interval bounds and the optimal values for the M 2 X cut and E thr are listed in Table IV for both kinematics.
The reduced structure functions r Λ are extracted at the optimal value of the cuts. For the structure functions implied in φ π dependences, systematic errors are taken as the rms difference between the r Λ computed at the optimum cuts and the r Λ computed at each of the four extremities of the stability domain.
All instrumental sources of systematic errors are shown along with the analysis systematic errors in Table V . Since all sources of systematic errors are independent, we added them quadratically. This total systematic error is included in Tables IX and X. 
VIII. RESULTS
The exclusive π 0 electroproduction cross section and, in particular, the φ π dependences of its separated components were extracted for Kin2, Kin3, KinX2 and KinX3. Our statistics allowed us to achieve, for the φ π -independent cross section, a statistical precision of 3% for Kin2 and Kin3, and of 5% for KinX2 and KinX3. This difference is due to the fact that we could use the full statistics for Kin2 and Kin3, whereas less than half of the statistics were available for KinX2 and KinX3. Figure 10 shows σ T + ǫ L σ L and Figure 11 shows σ T L , σ T T , and σ T L ′ plotted as a function of t min − t, both for Kin2 and Kin3. Figure 12 shows σ T +ǫ L σ L and Figure 13 shows σ T L , σ T T , and σ T L ′ , both for KinX2 and KinX3. , respectively. The lower panel of Figure 10 (respectively, Figure 12 ) also shows the Q 2 dependence (respectively, x Bj dependence) for the total cross section for the two kinematics is plotted as a function of t min − t. This ratio is found to be independent of t, thus the value of this ratio is fitted by a constant at the x Bj -and Q 2 -values for the two kinematics.
The dependence of σ T + ǫ L σ L in Figures 10 and 12 yields the following conclusions:
t min −t with a reduced χ 2 of 0.33. The ratio is found to be 0.633 ± 0.009, indicating a Q 2 dependence of the total cross section of about 1/Q 4.5 .
ii
of the total cross section of about 1/W 3.5 .
The Q 2 and W dependences of the relevant quanti- TABLE VI: Q 2 and W dependences for the total cross section and the longitudional cross section with Drechsel-Tiator conventions and with VGG conventions. For σL, the dependences have been evaluated neglecting σT . The Q 2 and W dependences of σT alone (i.e. assuming σL = 0) are the same as the Q 2 and W dependences of σT + ǫLσL.
IX. DISCUSSION
In the domain in t min − t where we extracted cross sections, the r Λ values from Eqs. (15) and (16) are constant within statistics, as evidenced by the fits in Figures 11  and 13 .
The data we extracted (see the previous section) yield two conclusions with regard to the available models:
i The t-channel meson-exchange model of Laget ( Figure 14) is able to describe
ii the Q 2 dependence of the cross section ( Figure 10 and Table VI) demonstrates that we are far from the QCD leading twist prediction of dσ L /dt, which behaves as 1/Q 6 . On the other hand, it is similar to the Q 2 dependence of the transverse cross section for charged pion electroproduction published by Hall C [8] .
Moreover, the π 0 has no charge and no spin, so a direct coupling with a virtual photon is suppressed, which removes the pion-pole contribution to the longitudinal cross section. This suggests that the transverse ep → epπ 0 cross section is likely to dominate, and transverse ep → enπ + cross sections have already been described by quark fragmentation mechanisms usually used to describe semi-inclusive processes.
T. Horn et al. measured the exclusive π + electroproduction cross section at Q 2 = 1.60 and 2.45 GeV 2 , with σ T and σ L separation [8] . The t-channel meson-exchange model by Laget reproduces the σ L component. However, the σ T component does not follow the TME model prediction. Kaskulov calculations using the Lund model applied to π + transverse cross sections at Hall C kinematics [15] . In this model, the virtual photon strikes a quark, with a probability given by the structure functions. Due to this, the hadronic system fragments into two jets. The jet engendered by the single quark gives a pion, and the one engendered by the remainder of the nucleon gives the final neutron. These calculations applied to Hall C π + transverse cross sections are in excellent agreement with the data. This gives evidence that the π + transverse cross section at Q 2 > 1 GeV 2 above the resonance region is described by a partonic process. This suggests that the present π 0 data could similarly be described by incoherent scattering on the partonic structure of the nucleon target.
For these reasons, we consider our data within the context of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS). We can try to fit our data with a SIDIS formalism written by Anselmino et al. [29] . Equation (38) of [29] gives the cross section for semi-inclusive production of a pion (valid for any hadron):
(34) where y = pq/pk, and z π = pp π /pq is the fraction of the reaction energy carried by the measured hadron, and the quantities between angle brackets are the standard deviations of transverse momentum distributions, which are approximated as Gaussian. k 
(35) Two conclusions arise from the fits shown in Figure 15: (1) the minus sign affecting the cos φ π term in the SIDIS model is in agreement with the σ T L and (2) p they extracted these values in the inclusive region, implying a high multiplicity of particles, whereas in our data, the multiplicity of particles is unity. Typically, Anselmino et al. fit their model with data covering the range 0.1 < z h < 1.0, with most of the statistics within z h < 0.4, whereas our data are within z h > 0.9. Furthermore, Kaskulov et al. [15] used a value of 1.4 GeV 2 for the rms transverse momentum of partons in their fit of the Hall C π + data. The exclusive limit of SIDIS could be defined by a SIDIS-inspired model applicable to data at z π → 1.0 or, more practically, when the measured hadron carries such a large fraction z π of the total energy of the reaction that it does not allow the production of another particle.
The HERMES and COMPASS collaborations have published cos 2φ π moments of π + and π − SIDIS, including z h up to 0.7 [30] . However, it is not possible to make a direct comparison to our σ T T π 0 data as the π + and π − moments on the proton have different signs and magnitudes for Boer-Mulders effect. On the other hand, the higher twist Cahn effect, which also contributes to σ T T , does not give by itself a satisfying description of σ T T .
X. CONCLUSIONS
We extracted the separated differential π 0 cross section at Jefferson Lab, Hall A, at four kinematic settings: Kin2 and Kin3 with a 3% statistical precision, and KinX2 and KinX3 with a 5% statistical precision. We studied the Q 2 dependence of the hadronic tensor with the two first settings, and the x Bj dependence with the latter two.
The shape and order of magnitude of the cross section componants indicate that the t-channel meson-exchange model is able to reproduce the total π 0 cross section, but it would still need improvement for the description of the other components. Table VI summarizes the contradiction between our data and the leading twist QCD prediction for high Q 2 . Instead of an ∼ Q −6 dependence we find, under the assumption that σ T is negligible (which is very unlikely), a Q −3 dependence for σ L . On the other hand, the cross section extracted may show an analogy with the formalism of SIDIS at the exclusive limit. Our ep → epπ 0 data, and the Hall C ep → epπ + data are important bases for studying the applicability of the SIDIS concepts to exclusive data. 
